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*Journey with Donna and Martin as they encounter, cheetahs, tented showers, incredible spices,

and the proud Maasai people. *Includes a Swahili pronunciation guide, vocabulary list, and fun

animal facts. *Over 100 gorgeous full color photographs capture the sights and experience of Africa.

*Humorous and thrilling stories of animals in the bush, bartering in markets, visits to a Maasai

Boma, and local schools, from an award winning author.
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"Synopsis: With the publication of "Asante Sana Tanzania", armchair travelers can take an African

journey with Donna and Martin Seim as they encounter, cheetahs, tented showers, incredible

spices, and the proud Maasai people. "Asante Sana Tanzania" includes a Swahili pronunciation

guide, vocabulary list, and fun animal facts. Featuring more than one hundred gorgeous full color

photographs that fully capture the sights and reflect the experience of Africa, "Asante Sana

Tanzania" is comprised of humorous and thrilling stories of animals in the bush, bartering in

markets, visits to a Maasai Boma, and local schools, and more.Critique: A beautifully produced and

elegant volume, that is both informed and informative throughout, "Asante Sana Tanzania" is an

inherently fascinating and thoroughly absorbing read from beginning to end. Very highly

recommended for the personal reading lists of anyone with an interest in contemporary Africa, its

people, and its wildlife,"Asante Sana Tanzania" is certain to be an enduringly popular addition to

community library collections." - Midwest Book Review

Donna Marie Seim is the award-winning author of two children's picture books and two middle grade



readers. Donna's most recent book, ASANTE SANA TANZANIA, is an adult travel adventure book

filled with stunning photography by Martin Seim.

Excellent copy.

To begin, the cover of this book is striking, a lion resting, eyelids drooping and chin flat to the

ground. The cover photo is just one example of hundreds of attractive photos of Tanzania  its

animals (lions, antelope, cheetahs, jackals, wildebeests, giraffes, elephants, rhinos, zebras, a

variety of lizards and beautiful birds large and small), its people, and its sights. The photographs,

many breathtakingly beautiful, are enhanced by verbal descriptions of the SeimsÃ¢Â€Â™

impressions of the scenery and personal stories of interesting and sometimes a little scary incidents

that occurred on their trip. For example, the story of author Donna and photographer Martin

SeimÃ¢Â€Â™s trip unfolds with tales of landing a puddle-jumper airplane among a herd of

wildebeests and strict rules from their guides about not wandering alone into the wild. It makes for

engaging reading that is pleasing to the eye as well. A reader who is actually planning a trip to

Tanzania gets many tips about how to choose a tour company, what shots to get, what clothes to

pack, the weights allowed for luggage, and cash to have on hand for tipping, all presented in a

conversational and personal context. It is obvious to me why this book was a 2016 Finalist for a

Next Generation Indie Book Award in two categories, Travel/Travel Guide and Best Cover Design

Non-fiction. A great book for those who want a helpful guide for planning their trip to Tanzania or

who would like to take a delightful armchair trip there with two interesting travel companions -

Asante Sana, Donna and Martin!
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